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What wo
ould cutting your energyy consumption by two‐tthirds mean
n for your waay of living??
Most peo
ople in the developed
d
w
world
would
d fear the wo
orst, a returrn to candless and chilly
houses. Not so the Swiss.
S
Since
e 1998, they have increaasingly embrraced this am
mbitious
Watt Societyy, conceived
d by scientistts at the Fed
deral
vision in the form off the 2000–W
ogy (Eidgenö
össiche Tech
hnische Hochschule Zurick or ETHZ)).
institute of Technolo
dea: Small power.
p
The big id
2,000 waatts is the avverage amou
unt of energyy consumed by every peerson on the planet
continuo
ously, which works out to
o the slightlyy less catchyy number of 17,500 kilow
watt hours
per perso
on per year. This is a nu
umber which
h scientists believe
b
is susstainable, bu
ut given the
potential 40% increaase in global energy dem
mand projectted by the IEEA in the nexxt twenty‐fivve
ne that will be
b hard to acchieve. Currrently, theree are huge diisparities in energy
years, on
consump
ption as show
wn below:
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For Switzzerland, wheere 60% of energy consu
umed is base
ed on fossil ffuels, the bigg idea of thee
2000‐Waatt Society in
ncludes achieeving drasticcally lower carbon
c
emisssions by reducing fossil
fuel usagge to just 25%
% of the eneergy use totaal. It is billed
d as a creativve approach
h to the
future, applying tech
hnologies alrready availab
ble or in devvelopment to
o help countter the futurre
threat off energy scarrcity, while at
a the same time improvving living standards.
Is it doab
ble? Estimattes made by the ETHZ sccientists have confirmed
d it is definiteely
achiveab
ble, but will require
r
invesstment in th
he country’s assets, inclu
uding buildin
ngs to reach
low enerrgy building standards,
s
transportatio
on (road, rail and aviatio
on), the use of
o renewable
energy so
ources, advaanced materrials – and th
he awarenesss and adopttion of moree energy
efficient living by con
nsumers, wh
hether in cho
oice of appliances or in travel.
t
Given the
de of the chaanges requirred the timee horizon forr this though
ht experimen
nt is
magnitud
estimated to be 50 years
y
or more.
c
haas increasinggly captured the imaginaation of both
h politicians and
Yet, the challenge
consumeers. The “urb
ban laborato
ory” pilot in the Basel metropolitan region has extended
e
to
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Zurich and Geneva, involving partnerships between industry, universities, research institutes
and the local authorities. New buildings are being built to MINERGIE energy efficiency
standards, electricity generation from renewable sources is being increased, new
approaches to transport are being adopted and some Swiss companies are anticipating
being able to develop zero‐heating energy buildings.
Consumers are also getting in on the act, inspired by the scale of the challenge. A recent
CBS news bulletin covering the 2000‐Watt Society’s initiative suggested that while none of
the families interviewed had yet met the 2000 watt goal, they had discovered proven
technology which allowed them to at least halve ordinary family energy consumption. And
the numbers of people involved is growing.
This is when the power of an idea that started small (in the lab) can become big. The
combination of an aspirational target, the awareness of the relevant technology and now
new devices and tools to measure and visualize home energy consumption (e.g. a new
visualization tool for home appliances from GE and Pentagram's Lisa Strausfeld –see the
FastCompany article below) mean consumers can now play a role. The opinion polls say
they want to, the reality is that they will if it is easy. Most importantly the aims of the 2000‐
Watt Society do not necessarily inhibit consumer lifestyles – it is about making smarter
choices in the long‐term, which contribute to tackling the pressing global issue of resource
scarcity.
So what should you and your organization be asking yourselves?
•
•
•
•

If they can do it, why can’t we (after all it will save money)? What are the lessons we
can learn from these pilots in radically changing our energy usage?
Tackling such resource issues will take time because radical changes may be needed.
How do we shift towards thinking in a longer time horizon, and balance our
investment planning and R&D appropriately with the short‐term requirements?
How can we make it easy for our customers/consumers to join us on the journey to
use resources more efficiently?
Beyond the energy question, how do we best use the power of aspirational goals to
motivate ourselves and our people? How do we move our mindset beyond what we
CAN do to what we MUST do to succeed over time?

“The greater danger for most of us lies not in setting our aim too high
and falling short; but in setting our aim too low, and achieving our
mark.”
Michelangelo
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Suggested Reading
Explore the 2000‐Watt Society website at
http://www.novatlantis.ch/index.php?id=5&L=1
“The Island in the Wind” by Elizabeth Klobert,
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2008/07/07/080707fa_fact_kolbert
“Switzerland and the 200‐Watt Society” by K. John Morrow Jr., Ph.D., and Julie Ann Smith‐
Morrow, Ph.D.,
http://www.novatlantis.ch/fileadmin/downloads/2KW_article_in_Sustainability_Magazin
e.pdf
“The Quest for 2000‐Watt Living” by Elizabeth Palmer, http://www.cbsnews.com/8301‐
503543_162‐5981089‐503543.html?tag=contentMain%3bcontentBody
“Infographic: Is This Old AC Really Destroying the World?!” by Suzanne LaBarre,
http://www.fastcompany.com/1638594/new‐data‐visualization‐tool‐pinpoints‐
household‐polluters‐suggests‐greener‐options

Disclaimer
While we provide links to third‐party websites where you can access the original content referenced
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governed by the Terms of Use and privacy policies, if any, of the applicable third‐party content
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